
A pretty tough thing: Rae Lakes Loop in a day!
A. D. White!!
I set out to follow in the footsteps of the mighty, and hike the Rae Lakes loop in a day. My 
attempt was unquestionably successful; not only did I hike it in a day, but I had a great time, and 
aside from a bad-acting knee for the last few miles, I felt great. To add a little extra crazy, I did 
the 4h 15m drive to the trailhead and back in the same day as well. That part was Type III fun, I 
think.!!
The hike took 12h 20m. I wasn’t specifically trying to go fast, and I took a few long breaks, 
including a coveted dip in Woods Creek. But I didn’t dawdle too much; hiking Rae Lakes loop in 
a day is a Thing, and the athlete in me wanted to know how I compared to others. For those 
interested, splits are below. These came from timestamps of photos that I took at major 
junctions and landmarks.!

!
I carried a pack weighing 3.0 lbs, and brought 3,600 calories. I ate about 2,500 of those. Full 
gear and food lists are on the last two pages.!!!!!!!!!
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Prologue: Commitment-phobe!
Rae Lakes loop in a day. I’ve had this on my mind for a year or so now, but every time I think 
about it, it seems just out of reach: a little too hard, a little too long. A little too crazy.!!
Other people have done it—sure. But every time I hear about those other people, it’s also 
casually mentioned that they, y’know, do things like run ultra-marathons. I don’t run ultra-
marathons. Or marathons. Or even half marathons. These days, I don’t even run.!!
Can I do it? Can I hike the Rae Lakes loop in a day?!!
I’m looking at the elevation profile on Sierra Mapper, and the numbers don’t look too bad. The 
distance is 41.4 miles, and there’s about 8,500 feet of ascent and descent. Big numbers, sure. 
Impossible numbers? Hmm.!!
But it isn’t the numbers that have me unsettled—it’s the commitment. More than any other hike, 
this is going to take commitment: I’ll only take day hiking gear. There will be no escape once I’m 
over Glen Pass—no stopping, no turning around, no shortcuts out. No setting up camp early, 
because there’s no camp to set up—I won’t have a sleeping bag or sleeping pad. I’ll be 
committed. The only way out is to walk. This thought makes me uncomfortable, which in turn 
makes me suspect that I’m on the right track.!!
I tell Jenny that I want to do Rae Lakes 
loop in a day. Her jaw hits the floor. She 
remembers when he hiked it in five days 
in 2009. Five days of toil. Climbing, 
forever. Descending, forever. In a day? 
In a DAY?!?!!
To her, I’m speaking an 
incomprehensible foreign language. I 
can’t possibly mean the thing that it 
sounds like I mean.!!
I grin.!!
Yes, I think, this is perfect.!
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Map (above) and !
elevation profile (below)



Let the craeziness begin!
I tap my fingertips against the kitchen counter as I wait for espresso shots number three and 
four to finish oozing out of the portafilter. I’ve really upped the crazy this time, I decide. The dim 
green glow of the microwave clock provides unneeded affirmation of this sentiment: 12:07am. 
Just six minutes ago, I was lying in comfortable slumber, like a normal person. But I’m not a 
normal person, and that’s why a 12:01am wake-up call rustled me after just an hour and a half 
of sleep.!!
It’s 12:07am, and I’m already racing: racing the thunderstorms that will eventually form over 
Glen Pass. I have to get over Glen Pass before the thunderstorms, or I’ll get skunked. I didn’t 
wake up at 12:01am to be skunked.!!
Being on top of Glen Pass seems like a strange and foreign thing to me at the moment. I’m in 
my kitchen, after all. The universe that my kitchen is in and the universe that Glen Pass is in are 
two distinct universes that are always separated by seemingly impenetrable boundaries, 
composed of long drives, day-long approach hikes, permit office lines, and elevation acclimation 
measures. But today, I’ll break those boundaries down. Today, I’ll be in my kitchen, and I’ll be on 
Glen Pass.!!
I dump espresso shots number three and four into my travel mug, grab my pack, and hop in the 
car. !!
It’s go time.!!
Unlike every other drive I’ve taken to a Sierra trailhead, the sun won’t greet me partway through 
this one; it will be dark when I arrive, and dark still when I start hiking. I’m thankful, at least, that 
I’m not bleary-eyed: 90 minutes of sleep is surely not enough. The espresso is doing its job, 
fortified perhaps by adrenalin.!!
The drive is peaceful. A three-quarters-full moon illuminates the world around me: first the 
expanse of the central valley, then the rolling hills as I climb along CA 180, and finally, the 
majestic granite walls that rise along the South Fork Kings on the descent into Kings Canyon.!!
As I’m winding down to meet the South Fork Kings, a bobcat appears in the road, and I slam on 
the brakes. He bounds off into the brush. A few miles later, the same thing happens with a fox. A 
mile after that, it’s a deer. The mammals are getting larger—should I worry? There aren’t any 
elephants in Kings Canyon, are there?!!
The entire drive has been speedy, with no RVs or slow-moving tow vehicles to slow my 
progress. Including a stop for gas, and two to egress espresso, the drive took about 4h 15m. !!
At 4:40am, I’m parked in the day-use lot, which is predictably empty, save for two other cars; 
their owners’ nowhere in sight. I wonder if they’re actually day-hiking. If they are, are they doing 
the loop? Did they already get started? Or—gulp—did they start yesterday, and grossly 
underestimate how long it will take?!!
I swallow those thoughts, along with 500 calories in the form of bananas and a Snickers bar. I 
don my headlamp, send a SPOT message, shoulder my pack, and grab my poles. I look at my 
watch: 5:00am, on the dot. !!
Now it really is go time.!
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Left, right, left, right!
There were already a number facets of this hike conspiring against me: the distance, the climb 
over Glen Pass without any acclimating, and the weather forecast, for example. As if those 
weren’t enough, I’m wearing brand new shoes. Within the first quarter mile, I wonder if that 
choice wasn’t stupendously arrogant. In an attempt to keep toenails, I bought them a half-size 
larger than I usually wear, and my feet feel like they’re sloshing around inside them. I have 
some Kinesio tape on my heels, so hopefully that will ward off any blisters. Hopefully.!!
The flat, sandy walk to the Paradise/Bubbs junction is the same as it always is: easy but 
tedious. It’s better than a road walk, but only marginally. Today, it makes me wonder—when I 
return along this trail, what will my state be? Excited, brimming with accomplishment? Numb, in 
over-mileaged agony? Embarrassed, having turned around at Vidette Meadow for a problem 
that I failed to anticipate?!!
I make a note to conclude that thought when I pass back through. But when would that be? I 
think I have a pretty good guess: over the past few months, I had been working on some hiking 
speed calculations, using data taken with a GPS that I carried, and a numerical model that I fit 
to the GPS data in the form of speed versus grade. It allows me to take an elevation profile, and 
calculate my speed along the elevation profile, and therefore, the time the hike will take  . I have 1

to empirically tune some of the factors, like trail roughness, and the effects of high altitude. 
Those calculations predicted 11h 30m for me to hike the Rae Lakes loop. That time doesn’t 
include time stopped for breaks, snacks, water filtration, or espresso egress. If I assume I spend 
90 minutes stopped, that’s a total of predicts 13 hours. I should be here again, in this sandy 
road walk, in 13 hours. !!
Is that ridiculous? Some of the trip reports I’ve read from others reported times of 15 or 18 
hours, and that included running. I will absolutely not be doing any running—is 13 hours a pipe-
dream? Hmm.!!
The sandy walk usually takes longer than I expect, but for once, it surprises me, and I’m at the 
Bubb’s/Paradise Junction before I yearn for it. I look at my watch: 5:25am. That’s…over 4 mph. 

Did I jog while I wasn’t paying attention?!!
I snap a photo of the sign, and move past 
it. The climbing begins immediately, on 
gentle switchbacks. My lungs and legs 
are appreciative of the relatively dense air 
at 5,000 ft, and I climb quickly. I feel a 
twinge of guilt—do they know what is 
ahead? Back and forth, back and forth, I 
ascend the lazy switchbacks.!!
I reach the Sphinx Junction at 6:01am, 
and take a photo of the trail sign. Without 
further ado, I continue. !!!!
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5:25am - In the wee-morning light: the first of 
many junctions for the day

�  For more on this, see Appendix 11



!
I try to think of a compliment for this trail, 
but I struggle. I decide that the most 
optimistic I can be is: it exists. It’s not 
quite a green tunnel, but in many places, 
it’s like walking through nature’s cornfield, 
with chest-high plants overzealously 
encroaching my ribbon of dirt from either 
side. It’s a winding, sandy climb through 
deciduous vegetation. I decide I’m a 
conifer person—given a choice, I’ll 
always take the conifers.!!
I’ve descended this trail several times, 
but the psychology of descending Bubb’s 
Creek is completely different than the 
psychology of ascending it. When you 
descend it, you’re almost done with your 

hike: the trailhead is a minor bushwhack, a few simple switchbacks, and a sandy walk away. 
You’ve seen the mountains, and you’re on the way out; granite doesn’t impress you, but the 
cheeseburger you’re about to eat does. What kind of cheeseburger do you want?!!
When you ascend Bubb’s Creek, you’re headed into the mountains. You yearn for the granite. 
You ate a cheeseburger last night—what do you need a cheeseburger for? I want to see granite
—show me some granite! Those are my thoughts, as I hop across Charlotte Creek.!!!
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6:01am - Sphinxter says what?

Climbing along Bubb’s Creek. It pains me to type it—but: “meh”



But as I’m ejected into Junction Meadow, the tone changes: I’m in a sun-lit meadow, filled with 
yellow wildflowers; the domes of Mount Bago as a backdrop. The world is still and cool and 
pristine. It is just me, and the meadow, and the blue sky.Yes. I pause for a few moments, and 
bathe in the serenity.!!
Up, up, *gasp*, up!
Above Junction Meadow, the world is 
perfect. The views open up, and the trail is 
gentle and winding, ascending at a low 
enough grade that I can still move quickly 
and effortlessly.!!
Well, nearly effortlessly. I’ve passed 
through the 8,000 foot mark, which is 
psychologically meaningful: it means I’ve 
climbed 3,000 feet. But I still have to climb 
4,000 more, and 4,000 is a big number. 
And after that, I have to hike the distance 
that is about equivalent to a marathon. 
Harumph.!
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Junction Meadow: Now we’re talkin’

7:48am - Oh really? 12 miles to Road’s End? That 
means I’m hiking…4.3 mph. Methinks not.



At 8:33am, I reach the Vidette Meadow trail junction. I snap a photo, and begin the climb that 
starts just beyond it. The air has suddenly thinned—as if there’s a magic barrier at 9,500 feet. I 
stop every few hundred feet, and note that my heart is beating rapidly. I worry about what I will 

feel like at 12,000 feet. I’ve climbed to 
11,500 feet from sea level before, and that 
was okay. I should be fine, right?!!
I pause along the climb to chat with two 
women who are stopped along the trail. It’s 
a multi-purpose stop: I haven’t spoken to 
anyone in ten hours, so this pause will 
feed both social and oxygen hungers. 
They are hiking the loop as well, and are 
going the same direction I am. They think 
it’s jaw-droopingly beautiful here, and I tell 
them to just wait: it gets even better! Rae 
Lakes! Glen Pass! Fin Dome! I’m excited 
for them—they’re amazed, and they 
haven’t even gotten to the amazing part 
yet. We talk about getting over the pass 

before thunderstorms. I tell them that it’s 
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The world is perfect

8:33am - 13 miles to Cedar Grove? More 
accurate than the last sign, at least



8:45am, and there are no cotton-swabs in the sky yet, so I’ll be okay—I’ll be over the pass by 
11:00am. But they should keep their eyes aloft, and stop if things get ominous. They find out I’m 
hiking it in a day, and they root me on—they’re awesome!!!
The ascent continues, and so does my doggedness. I decide that I just need to get to the tarn 
below the pass—I’ll take a nice long break there. I’ll get water, and eat some CHEEZ-ITs. 
CHEEZ-ITs fix most of life’s problems; I assume this one is no different.!!
There are three trail junctions that I pass through in quick succession: they divert hikers to 
Kearsarge Pass and Charlotte Lake. At 9:02am, I’m at the first—the second at 9:11am—the 
third at 9:15am. Now there is nothing ahead of me, but the tarn, and eventually, the pass. The 
flat sections of the trail are fine, but the ascents are slow-going. Unfortunately, I still have over 
1,000 feet to climb.!!
Just get to the tarn. You’ll take a break, and catch your breath. The last 700 feet above that will 
be easy, because you’ll be rested. Just get to the tarn.!
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The view of East Vidette from the climb. A vidette is a mounted-sentry; it’s not hard to imagine 
applying that name to East and West Vidette. !!
Forester Pass is the distant ridge just to the left of East Vidette. Center Peak is the peak in the 
basin ahead; Center Basin is the basin to the left of that.



I repeat this, to myself, as I make my way up. In many places, the ascent is gentle enough that I 
can proceed unabated, but where it is steep, I am sluggish.!!
I pass handfuls of hikers, some going north, some going south. They all have large packs. 
Some of them are struggling upwards, but many of them are stopped. I want to commiserate 
with them—where’s the oxygen?!?—but I see the look they give to my tiny pack. What could I 
know about suffering?!!
I expect the tarn to appear at 11,200 feet, but it’s not there. Did I miss it? No, it must be above. 
Ugh. No break yet. No CHEEZ-ITs. Left, right, left, right, *gasp*.!!
On one of the “lefts”, I make a slight misstep, and a sharp twinge shoots up my ankle. No. No 
No No. Please No.!!
I pause, pleading that this might not be a sprain, before gingerly loading my ankle again. It 
seems okay. I stretch it out, and it’s a little sore, but it doesn’t hurt when I’m not stretching it. 
Left…right…le-OW!. Okay, so it doesn’t hurt if I step on it just right, but if I step on it not-just-
right, it kind of hurts a lot. Okay. Carefully, I proceed.!!
I round a small crest at 11,550 ft, and there it is: the shimmering aqua pool. I throw my poles 
down, and zap a liter of water with my Steripen. The zapping is undoubtedly redundant; at 
11,500 ft, this pool bathes in intense UV day-in and day-out. With that in mind, I apply some 
sunblock—I haven’t put any on today yet.!!
I sit down, and relax, with my feet propped up on a rock. I look at my questionable ankle, but 
don’t see any signs of swelling. I tighten the shoelaces on that shoe, and wonder if the sloppy fit 
is what contributed to the misstep in the first place. My gaze drifts towards the dark gray pass, 
which is still 500 feet above me. I can see people sitting amongst the turrets of the pass, 
relaxing, and snacking. I always stop at this tarn, but it’s different going up: I can’t fully relax, 
because I still have to muscle my way up the final reaches of the pass. I close my eyes, and 
think back to pulling the espresso shots this morning. Kitchen universe, meet Glen Pass 
universe. I’m drifting and bobbing along the edge between sleep and consciousness. It’s 
fantastic.!!
After fifteen minutes, I pull myself to my feet, and look around. The hikers I passed on the way 
up still haven’t made it. !!
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Three junctions, in quick succession: 9:02am, 9:11am and 9:15am. Sorry, the last picture is 
terrible, for so many reasons.



I mix up some Perpetuem to fuel my final ascent, grab my poles, and begin the assault. It is 
easier than I anticipate, and I arrive at the top without stopping. I look down the other side of the 
pass, and give a wave to Rae Lakes, 1,500 feet below me. I’ll see you soon, friends.!

Ahead of schedule!
I pause for another break—not because I need one, but because I can’t help but ogle the 
dozens of monoliths that rise around me. I take some photos of these friends, now familiar, at 
least from this vantage point: this is the fifth time I’ve stood atop Glen Pass.!!
I chat with a few others on the pass: a father and son (or so I’ve decided) that are hiking the 
JMT, and a couple from DC hiking the Rae Lakes loop. The father and son are interested in why 
thunderstorms form in the afternoon. I give a rambling answer about warm air rising over the 
crest, and cooling, and condensing—heat from the sun heating the mountains and causing 
more rising air—this instability forming towering cumulous clouds.!!
“Or something like that,” I caveat my explanation with.!!
The DC couple wonders if the Sierra is close enough to LA or the bay area to allow weekend 
trips. I explain what I’m doing, and they’re incredulous. At least, it’s evidence that people can 
take backpacking trips in the Sierra in a weekend—or shorter.!!
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A familiar view: Rae Lakes from Glen Pass



“But I’m crazy,” I caveat my 
explanation with.!!
It’s 10:14am—it took me 5h 14m to 
ascend. About 25m quicker than I 
predicted. The quick ascent of Glen 
Pass has me in a good mood: I still 
have to hike 25 miles, but it’s mostly 
flat or downhill. The only real show-
stopper was thunderstorms over Glen 
Pass; they’re still building, but nothing 
is threatening now, and I’m on top.!!
It’s nice chatting with the hikers on the 
pass, but I decide to descend—I’m 
feeling a little woozy, a little wobbly, 
and a little out of sorts. I suspect it’s 
the altitude, and decide I shouldn’t 
dawdle up here. I’ve gotten altitude 
sickness before, and I know it won’t 
subside until I’m below 10k feet. 
That’s still 7 miles away, or so.!!
I initiate a speedy descent, but am 
halted quickly—the ankle. The ankle 
is not so great. Rather, the ankle is 
fine when I’m careful, but definitely 
not fine when I’m not careful. So—I’m 
still 25 miles from the trailhead—I 
decide it is a good time to be careful. 
I place each step meticulously. I’m 
not used to hiking like this—I usually 
just plow downhill; a windmill of poles 
and feet that always gets lucky with 
at least two points of contact. I’m 
used to hiking with my eyes up, 
looking around, but now I must look 
at the ground. This is a punishment, 
because the scenery here is 
unrivaled.!!
I reach the bottom—and the junction for the 60 Lakes Basin trail—at 11:00am on the button. 
Rae Lakes basin is, as always, fantastic. But I could tell that, looking down from the pass; in this 
direction, there’s a little less surprise, and a little less magic, when you happen upon Rae Lakes. !!
I continue the gentle descent: across the isthmus and past Painted Lady, past lower Rae Lake, 
past Find Dome and Arrowhead Lake, past Dollar Lake. Several missteps along the way send 
shooting pain through my ankle, which appears to be getting worse with each misstep. I’m 
beginning to envision the flat sandy two-mile walk at the end of the hike, and beginning to 
expect that it will be more agony than bliss.!!
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Cotter and Clarence King from Glen Pass

From left to right: Thunder Mountain, South Guard, 
Brewer, North Guard, Farquhar, and Cross
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Panorama from Glen Pass: Top: plain ol’ photo, Bottom: With neat-o CalTopo View from Here Overlay! 
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(top) Painted Lady above Upper Rae Lake; (bottom) Fin Dome above Arrowhead 
Lake



At noon, I intersect the Baxter Pass trail. By my 
calculations, I’ve passed the half-way point, and I’m 
7h in, so 13h 30m isn’t looking too bad.!!
Below Dollar Lake, I’m given another reason to 
appreciate hiking the loop in this direction: a grand 
view of the western slopes of Pyramid and Window 
peaks is thrown in my face, unavoidable as I 
descend. It fills my windshield—I can’t help but stare. 
As I’m staring, I have the somber realization that the 
drainage I’m staring it is where ranger Randy 
Morgenson’s body was found. It’s a sad moment—a 
passionate soul, lost to these mountains we love so 
dearly. Rest in peace, Randy.!!
I reach the suspension bridge that crosses Woods 
Creek, and as I approach, a crowd stares. It’s a 
literal conversation-stopping-stop-and-stare. I make 
eye contact with them a few times, but nobody 
speaks—what are they staring at? I snap a  photo of 
the bridge, and break the silence:!!
“Beautiful bridge, beautiful day.”!!
They nod, and I continue. My fly isn’t unzipped—I 
don’t have a fly. What were they staring at? Can they 
tell I’m crazy just by looking at me? Maybe.!!
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11:00am - 60 Lake Basin Junction

12:00pm - Baxter Pass trail (snicker) junction

The view along the descent towards Woods Creek Crossing. Beeaaauutiful.
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The view just before reaching Woods Creek crossing

A familiar suspension bridge



I’m one of them!
I cross the bridge—they replaced the slats 
that were missing last fall—and intersect 
the Paradise Valley trail. I turn left, and as 
I do, I tip my hat to the JMT/PCT that I’m 
leaving. Farewell, faithful ribbon. I’ll see 
you again, next time I need an adventure. 
I look at my watch: 1:10pm. I have about 
15.5 miles to go; and I feel great and 
awesome. I’m killing this hike, and loving 
this hike, and loving the perfection that is 
this park. Kings Canyon, I love you—don’t 
ever change.  !!
I stop below Castle Domes, and gaze at 
the domes with marvel. I don’t recall them 
being as impressive as they are now: towering, massive, dramatic, tetons. Is it just my emotion
—my exuberance and excitement today—that is making things more spectacular and beautiful 
than I remember? Or perhaps—is that the benefit to a dayhike: I’m not out here long enough to 
become numb to the beauty, so all of the spectacularity really does appear spectacular to me?!
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1:13pm - JMT/Paradise Valley junction

Hehe, tetons.



I don’t need to answer that 
question, but I am exuberant and 
excited, and I let that emotion 
propel me forward. My legs and 
lungs are rejuvenated with the 
dense air at 8,000 ft. I charge up 
ascents—and there are several 
along this stretch—my entire 
body eager to move, and move 
quickly. I wonder if this is how 
PCT hikers eventually feel: you 
can just hike all day. It’s not even 
hard. The terrain doesn’t really 
matter. The trail doesn’t really 
matter. You can just walk. PCT 
hikers earn this by hiking a 
thousand miles or so before it 
sets in—why have I been gifted 
this? It’s another question I don’t 
need to answer.!!
I see another hiker ahead, and catch up to him quickly. When he turns around, I realize it’s a 
ranger. He looks at me, and through an impressively-mustachioed mouth, asks if I’m doing the 
loop in a day.!!
“I’ve heard of that—I’ve heard of people doing it in a day. But I’ve never actually seen one of 
you,” he comments.!!
One of you! I’m one of them now! !!
He asks when I started, and when I say 5am, he raises his brow: “You’re making great time.”!!
I tell him that I only had one day off, and debated how to spend that day—on my couch reading 
twitter, or up here, doing this. It’s clear what my choice was, and clear what the right choice was. !!
The domes disappear behind me, and the hike becomes monotonous—up, down, down, up, 
down. It’s a six-mile lazy roller coaster along Woods Creek, void of excitement or drama. The 
trail stays out of reach of the creek—whenever it seems like it will drop down to the creek, the 
trail teasingly climbs a hundred feet while the creek drops away below. Up, down, up, down, 
down. !!
At least there’s no gasping. And my ankle is better, too. When did that happen? I don’t know—
it’s a third question that I don’t need to answer.!!
Eventually, an obvious junction appears in the valley ahead. It’s still miles away when I piece 
together what the landscape is doing, and what it must look like on a topo map. But then it 
clicks, and I realize that I’ll take the junction to the left, down Paradise Valley; to the right is the 
Muro Blanco; one of the nastiest bushwhacks in the Sierra—or so I’ve been heard.!!
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Moar domes



I arrive at the junction, and hear the rushing of water, and soon, I’m at the footbridge over the 
South Fork Kings. As far as footbridges go, this one is picturesque. I stop to snap a photo, and 
to zap some water. !!
No cheeseburgers in this Paradise!
The weather has been in a typical Sierra crescendo all day: the first tufts over high peaks at 
9:15am, billowy cumulous clouds at noon, and now—at nearly 3:00pm—all I can see are the 
dark gray bottoms of towering cumulonimbus clouds, beginning to release the energy that has 
been slowly building. Fat, heavy raindrops begin to fall sporadically, and—reverberating through 
the canyons from somewhere far above—the orchestra of rolling thunder begins. The sound is 
soothing, since I have no more high passes to clear; I’m reminded of my childhood, and the 
evening thunderstorms that played into the midwest’s summer nights, as I lay in my bed, 
listening to their drama. That same music is with me now—so many years and miles and 
thoughts and experiences away—in this strange canyon in the Sierra Nevada. The music is the 
same, and I welcome it. Play on, Maestro. !!
I plod through Upper Paradise, then Middle Paradise. I stop in a clearing and look behind me—I 
have a clairvoyant sense of deja vu. Sure enough, the scene before me is one I’ve seen many 
times—Jenny and I took a picture in this clearing in 2009. The picture wasn’t anything special, 
but for some reason, I recall it distinctly. I take a photo. Later, I’ll compare the two—after all, I’m 
still not convinced I’m sane today.!!
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2:52pm - Hello, pretty bridge.



I pass dozens of hikers on my 
way through Paradise Valley. 
They move along slowly, in groups 
of three or four. At least one 
person in each group stops, and 
looks at me—desperation in their 
glazed eyes—and asks where the 
next campsite is. A mile. Maybe a 
little more. They nod, and slowly 
process this bad news. 
Interactions like these make me 
doubt that my endeavor is less fun 
and more pain-filled than the 
typical hiker’s five-day trip around 
the loop.!!
Just as I get a little arrogant about 
pain, it strikes me in my achilles. 
My figurative achilles, which is my 
literal right knee; I have a torn 
meniscus, and cartilage damage.!!
“We don’t like to use the phrase 
bone-on-bone,” the orthopedic 
surgeon told me. “But…”, he 
trailed off, as he looked me in the 
eye over his glasses.!!
That knee has been my problem-
child for a few years now. The 
prognosis for surgery on the torn 
meniscus is poor, given where the 
tear is, and there’s nothing to be 
done about the cartilage. I can’t 
run on that knee, or it locks up in 
pain. On a few trail runs last year, I 
had to straight-leg it several miles 
back to my car. More Type III fun.!!
Today, the problem-child is whining, but not too loudly. There’s pain when I bend the knee—
sometimes—but it’s not grotesque pain. I stop to stretch out my quads and IT band, and that 
helps, but only for a few paces.!!
With a little more certainty, I suspect that the sandy two-mile walk will be two parts agony, one 
part bliss.!!
Soon I’m in Lower Paradise. I see campers, and they look at me oddly as I walk past: It’s 
3:40pm—doesn’t he know that there aren’t any campsites in the direction he’s going? The 
trailhead is 6 miles from here—that’s a day’s walk!!!
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(top) 2015, (bottom) 2009. I guess that tree finally fell 
down…



I’m ejected from Paradise Valley back into deciduous scrubland, the trail as amicable as it was 
so many hours ago on the initial ascent up Bubb’s Creek. At least, descending this way, I get to 
FaceTime with the two-sumitted Sphinx; a lone, silent sentinel some three or four miles ahead.!!
My knee continues to be an annoyance; the numerous steps descending to Mist Falls do not 
ameliorate the pain. I stop several times to stretch, and let my knee a relax. But the pain always 
returns. The rest of my body feels great—I suppose that’s consolation. !!
Below Mist Falls, I spot an opportune swimming hole, and the decision is already made. I take 
off my pack, drop my poles, pull off gaiters, shoes and socks, and wade in. Ahhhh. The joy of 
bathing in a cold stream after a long day is certainly one that is saved for those who have 
earned it. I have earned it today. As always, the rejuvenation is remarkable. I sit for a few 
minutes in my swimming hole, gazing at the world around me. What a treat life can be. The 
alternative for me today was a day of work—and while I enjoy my job—that day would be like so 
many others that I won’t remember in five or ten years. This day? This moment? This will stick.!!
I let the icy water work its healing magic for several more minutes, swirling around me, 
rewinding the efforts of the day. When I emerge, I’m a new man—at least, I smell like one. I’m 
back on the trail, heading down the short remainder of the descent. !!!!!
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Hello, Sphinx.



Flat, sandy walk: redux!
And then I’m back—back at the 
Paradise/Bubb’s Junction. It’s 
4:50pm. Last time I was here, it was 
5:25am; 11.5 hours and 38 miles 
ago. Now it’s just the sandy walk.!!
But before I get to the sand, I’m 
stopped by a woman on the trail: 
she’s approaching me head on, 
holding up two fingers. Peace? Or 
two of something? I can never tell 
without context.!!
“There’s a bear over there,” she 
says, pointing at—oh yeah, that’s a 
bear alright. And “over there” is only 
twenty-five feet away.!!
I had just been thinking how I hadn’t 
seen any bears today, but on the 
last several trips I’ve made to Kings 
Canyon, I’ve always seen one—at 
least one. I was also regret ting the 
fact that I never take any pictures—I 
always just scare the bears off, and 
walk on, content not to have 
become an arrogant statistic. But 
today, I’m feeling a little arrogant, so 
I take out my camera.!!
“She has two cubs with her,” she 
adds.!!
That changes things, I think. She 
points to the cubs, which I can’t 
see, but are alongside the trail. The 
problem is, all of the bears are 
alongside the trail, and I can’t go off-
trail in the opposite direction, 
because we’re trapped by a rock wall on that side. !!
“Be careful—she’s already charged us twice,” her companion adds.!!
My camera goes back in its pocket. I’ll be arrogant some other time. There’s no way to pass 
them other than on the trail, so I walk past, fingers crossed that charge number three isn’t about 
to happen. I make noise as I walk, yielding as much room as I can. I make it through unscathed, 
but never see the cubs.!!
A few minutes further down the trail, I run into what looks like a family: a dad, a few kids, and a 
mom. They are headed towards the bears, and I’m about to warn them when the dad asks:!
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4:50pm - Back at the junction. I decide they should add 
another line to the sign, with arrows in both directions. It 
would say: “Back to here: 38 miles”

The bear is mostly behind the tree. Consolation prize for 
the terrible picture: the bear did not charge me.



!
“Are they still there?” !!
Ah. So he knows. Yes, they’re still there. Be careful. There are two people who are dawdling 
near the bears, and they say they’ve been charged twice. !!
The kids’ eyes go wide. The woman—it turns out she’s not the mom, she was just going for a 
run and found the bears—does not look excited.!!
“Where are you from?”, she asks me. It’s an odd first question to ask someone. Do I look like 
I’m from somewhere interesting? Or do I really just look crazy today?!!
“The bay area…or Wisconsin…take your pick,” I respond.!!
They continue on, towards the bears, and I continue on my sandy walk.!!
So here I am. On my sandy walk. For miles today, I wondered how I would feel on this walk. 
Sure—there’s a bit of agony, in the form of knee pain—but mostly, it’s the exuberant bliss. This 
has been an awesome day. I floated around a loop that took five pain-filled days in 2009. I 
breathed the air and saw the scenery and moved effortlessly through a landscape that I’ve been 
enamored with since I first set foot in it six years ago. I enjoyed a day of this in lieu of a day in 
the office. In the grand scheme of things—in the long view—could that ever be the wrong 
choice?!!
At 5:20pm, I’m back at the trailhead. I’m about to take a photo of the trailhead sign—maybe 
even a selfie—when I hear a rustle to my left. It’s close, and…it’s a bear. Hello, friend. He 
doesn’t seem to show any interest in me, so I decide to be a little arrogant. I take a couple 
photos, then take a video. The video is boring—it’s just a bear walking around—but hey, it’s an 
improvement over the complete lack of bear videos I’ve taken to date.!
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5:20pm - Done! Also, a bear.



I grab my food from the bear box, set my pack in the backseat, and mix up my regular evening 
cocktail of Recoverite and protein shake. I add two Starbucks VIAs to this, and set it in the cup 
holder. That should keep me awake to…Fresno. I toss two cans of coke into the passenger seat 
to get me from Fresno to home.!!
As I drive along the South Fork Kings, the sun rays of evening bring a golden light to the 
picturesque scene. What a fantastic gorge—what a fantastic park! Kings Canyon really is 
remarkable—I can’t believe the treasures it contains: from Rae Lakes and Glen Pass to Pinchot 
and Mather Passes…Upper Basin! LeConte Canyon, and Evolution Valley and Evolution Basin! 
Goddard Canyon! And dozens of places I haven’t explored—like Bench Lake, or Lake Basin, or 
Colby and Deadman Canyons. And all of the off trail basins and drainages and peaks—all of 
those adventures remain, too.!!
I stop at the Junction View vista, too excited not to; too in love with this park to snub it by driving 
past. The aforementioned junction is the confluence of the Middle and South Fork Kings. I gaze 
up the gorge of the South Fork, where I came from: those waters originated in places I’d just 
visited, on both sides of Glen Pass; so many miles away, so many feet above. I look towards the 
Middle Fork, and ponder the meandering path of the Middle Fork: it winds gently through 
Tehipite Valley, then Simpson Meadow, then gains fervor through the Middle Fork gorge and 
LeConte Canyon, to its headwaters below Muir Pass. I visited the Middle Fork Kings last year 
out of Road’s End. That trip was the hardest thing I’ve ever done. Perhaps I should do that 
again. Perhaps I should do that again soon.!!
I’m back on the road, and the drive is fine, and I’m awake. I finish my cocktail, and nurse my 
cokes. By 10:00pm, I’m home. I tap my fingertips on the kitchen counter, and look at the 
microwave clock: I’ve completed the loop; I’m back in the kitchen universe. !!
By 11:00pm, I’m in bed.!!
By 11:02pm, I’m asleep.!!!!
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Junction View Vista: Farewell, awesomeness. The Middle Fork Kings is the gorge the the left; the South Fork Kings 
is the gorge straight ahead.



Epilogue!
I don’t have many closing comments—most of were formulated by the time I made it to my car. 
It was a fun loop, and a fun hike. It was a pretty hard thing to do, but not an incredibly hard 
thing. This was—by no means—a suffer-fest.!!
Will I do it again? I don’t know—there are an awful lot of great hikes in the Sierra. And I rarely 
day hike; my preference these days is for fast-and-light two- or three-nighters in the 60-100 mile 
range. On those trips, I find myself more immersed than on a day hike. Besides that, the 
logistics behind long day hikes like this involve things like midnight wake up calls, which are 
moderately unpleasant.!!
On the other hand, this took me about 22 hours, door-to-door. If you only have 22 hours free, is 
there a better way to spend them? I doubt it.!!
Gear!
I always take a photo of my gear before I leave, but this time I didn’t. However, what I did take is 
a subset of what I took on my last trip to Goddard Canyon, so I can edit that to reflect what I 
took this time:!

!
Gear list was pretty basic: I brought a fleece beanie, gloves and a headnet; a rain shell and wind 
pants; an extra pair of hiking socks; a pretty basic first-aid kit, some maps, some TP, DEET and 
a Steripen, a tarp and a pack.!!
Of that, I didn’t use: the fleece beanie or gloves or headnet, or the rain shell, or the wind pants, 
or the extra socks, or the DEET, or the tarp. Did I overpack? Probably. !!!
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Food!
I also didn’t take a food photo, but here’s an excerpt from my packing list:!

!
I ate about 2,500 calories of the 3,600 calories. This was the first time I brought Stinger Honey 
Waffles along; they were delicious.!!
I ate some of everything. The food was just fine.!!!
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Appendix 1: Hiking speed calculations!!
Below is an excerpt from the hiking speed calculations I did for the Rae Lakes loop.!!
The top plot shows the elevation profile. !!
The second plot shows the grade of that profile versus distance. The third plots shows the 
calculated speed versus grade for several models (black is my model, red is Langmuir, blue is 
Naismith, green is Tobler).!!
The third plot shows the calculated time (y-axis) versus distance (x-axis), based on speeds in 
the second plot. There is much discrepancy between the models; mine predicts 11:30; Langmuir 
(red) predicts around 21:30.!!
The last plot shows time (x-axis) versus elevation (y-axis). In other words, my model predicts 
that I will summit Glen Pass in about 5:10, and finish in 11:30, neglecting breaks. Other models 
predict between 7:30 and 11:30 to summit Glen Pass.!!
It actually took me 5:14 to summit Glen Pass, but I probably had 0:25 of breaks. So, it appears 
even my model was slightly conservative. !!
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25

Use as predictive tool: Rae in a Dae (!)

Glen Pass in 5:10 (plus 30 minutes of breaks) = 5:40

Done in 11:30 (plus 120 minutes of breaks) = 13:30 
Easy as pie...but real empirical factor my be less than 
0.9 due to rough/rocky trail



Appendix 2: Carried table!!
I only brought a very rudimentary map. Instead, I referred frequently to an elevation profile, and 
the table below. Blue rows identify “easy” water sources. The data for the table came from the 
downloadable Sierra Mapper text profile.!!
Much to my chagrin, the elevation for the “Pond before Glen Pass” was not 11,209 ft, it was 
11,550 ft.!!
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Rae in a Dae, July 2015 6/26/15

Items Worn
Visor ZPacks Visor 1.62 oz
Sunglasses Bolle 0.71 oz
Bandanna Ol' Red 0.95 oz
Watch Suunto Core 2.29 oz
Shirt, Sun Columbia L/S 8.00 oz
Shorts, Running Modified USAF PT 4.13 oz
Underwear Ex-Officio Synthetic Boxer Briefs 3.08 oz
Socks Wrightsocks Coolmesh Quarter 1.11 oz
Gaiters Dirty Girl 1.12 oz
Shoes La Sportiva Ultra Raptor 24.66 oz
Trekking Poles Black Diamond Ergo Cork 18.00 oz

Subtotal  65.67 oz (4.1 lbs)
Pack

Backpack ZPacks Zero (Med., Custom) 7.60 oz
Accessory MLD Shoulder Pouch 0.60 oz
Accessory MLD Hip Pouch + Mini Carabiner 1.00 oz

Subtotal  9.2 oz (0.57 lbs)
Shelter

Tarp ZPacks Hexamid Solo (w/ Beak, Guylines, S/S) 6.31 oz
Subtotal  6.31 oz (0.39 lbs)

Sleep System
Subtotal  0.0 oz (0.0 lbs)

Clothing Packed
Hat, Insulation Fleece Beanie, ZPacks 1.00 oz
Headnet Headnet 0.66 oz
Top, Shell Marmot Essence 5.88 oz
Bottom, Shell Montbell Dynamo Windpants 2.92 oz
Socks, Hiking Weightsocks Coolmesh II, Quarter Height 1.11 oz
Waterproof Storage Quart Ziploc 0.18 oz

Subtotal  11.76 oz (0.73 lbs)
Miscellaneous

Water Treatment Steripen Freedom 2.65 oz
Water Storage Gatorade Bottle, 32 oz. 1.74 oz
Water Storage Gatorade Bottle, 20 oz. 1.19 oz
Maps Printout 0.26 oz
Camera/GPS iPhone 6 4.50 oz
SPOT SPOT Gen. 2 (w/ Carabiner, Case) 4.18 oz
Hygiene Toilet Paper (in Sandwich Ziploc) 0.23 oz
Because it is July DEET 1.52 oz

Subtotal  16.27 oz (1.02 lbs)
First Aid Kit

Headlamp Fenix LD01 0.87 oz
Headlamp Photon Freedom LED (White) (and holder) 0.44 oz
Water Treatment Aqua Mira Tabs (4 ea.) 0.09 oz
Fire Starter Matches 0.10 oz
Cordage 8' 1.0mm Hi-Vis. Spectra 0.12 oz
Knife 2" Swiss Army Knife 0.79 oz
Wallet CCs, DL, $100 0.56 oz
NSAID Ibuprofen (8 ea) and Excedrin (2 ea) (in Snack Ziploc) 0.21 oz
Anti-chafe Schmear of Vaseline (in Snack Ziploc) 0.14 oz
Bandages Bandaids, Assorted, 7 ea. 0.32 oz
Whistle Whistle 0.18 oz
Hygiene Toothpicks (5 ea.) 0.02 oz



Storage Ziploc, Snack 0.06 oz
Storage Ziploc, Quart 0.18 oz

Subtotal  4.08 oz (0.26 lbs)
Food Storage and Cooking

Food Storage Quart Ziploc 0.18 oz
Food Storage Gel Flask 0.87 oz

Subtotal  1.05 oz (0.07 lbs)
Consumables

Food 3616 Calories (at 106.72 Cal/oz) 33.89 oz
Toiletries 0.3 oz Hand Sanitizer, 0.3 oz Sunblock 1.39 oz
Water 8 oz (average) 8.00 oz

Subtotal  43.28 oz (2.7 lbs)

Base Weight: 3.04 lbs
Max Pack Weight: 5.75 lbs

Max Skin-Out Weight: 9.85 lbs

Diet
Item Servings kcal Protein Carbs Fat Weight Cal/oz
Beef Jerky x3 270 Cal. 33.0g 6.6g 15.3g 3.0 oz 90.0 Cal/oz
Cheddar Stick x1 80 Cal. 5.0g 0.0g 7.0g 0.85 oz 94.5 Cal/oz
CHEEZ-ITs x3.0 450 Cal. 9.0g 51.0g 24.0g 3.17 oz 141.75 Cal/oz
Hammer Gel x4.641 371 Cal. 0.0g 97.46g 0.0g 6.28 oz 59.15 Cal/oz
Honey Waffle x2 320 Cal. 0.0g 42.0g 14.0g 2.35 oz 135.94 Cal/oz
Perpetuem x4 1080 Cal. 28.0g 216.0g 10.0g 9.74 oz 110.93 Cal/oz
PROBAR x2 740 Cal. 18.0g 96.0g 34.0g 6.2 oz 119.35 Cal/oz
Reeses Pieces x2.16 300 Cal. 6.48g 36.72g 15.12g 2.16 oz 139.0 Cal/oz
Starbucks Via x1 5 Cal. 0.0g 0.0g 0.0g 0.14 oz 35.71 Cal/oz

Total: 3616 Cal. 99.48g 545.8g 119.42g 33.89 oz 106.72 Cal/oz


